A real challenge. Many people would consider participating in biomedical research, but do not know how to find studies that are right for them. At the same time, important studies may be forced to end before completion because researchers cannot find enough people to participate. This wastes valuable time and resources and can delay new health treatments from becoming available to patients now and in the future.

A new answer. Universities and research institutions in your area have joined with others across the country to create an easy-to-use tool. ResearchMatch can help address this problem while protecting research participant privacy—a secure place where people may be matched with research studies. This free recruitment tool and feasibility analysis resource is now available to researchers at Columbia University.

You can help us with the answer. Interested in using ResearchMatch to do a feasibility analysis for a study or as a possible complementary recruitment tool for your IRB-approved study? Just fill out the Researcher Interest Form to ensure that ResearchMatch notifies you of your options regarding how to get involved:


If you have questions about ResearchMatch, please contact:

IRB  Challace Pahlevan, cdp2109@columbia.edu, (212) 342-0035
     Leigh Travis, lt2189@columbia.edu, (212) 342-3182
Irving Institute  Michelle McClave, mmm3098@columbia.edu, (212) 305-9425

ResearchMatch is a national not-for-profit effort that brings together researchers and people who are willing to learn more about research studies in a secure and convenient manner.

www.researchmatch.org